Lenore’s Description

Lenore’s Person Centered Description
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Lenore’s Description
This Person Centered Plan (PCP) provides a brief snapshot of the person and what is critical information others need to know to
provide support. It is not intended to be all inclusive nor take the place of assessments or historical information. Instead, it is an
honest introduction that focuses on current pertinent information and strategies to help maintain and enhance successful supports for
the person. In the PCP, the following information can be found:
Who Contributed:

See who helped with providing information for the PCP, what their relationship is to LENORE, how long
they have known each other. This section also includes a list of additional people who still need to provide
information

Relationship Map:

This shows how LENORE feels about the people in their life. The closer the Lenore is to LENORE the
stronger the emotional attachment, from LENORE’s perspective. The inner circle of Lenores indicates
there would be a sense of loss if the LENORE is not present, while the outer circle indicates less of an
attachment

Important To:

Things that LENORE wants/needs in life to be happy, fulfilled, satisfied or content. You will find major
topics followed by the specifics that represent how LENORE meets that want/need.

Characteristics Of
Supporters:

Qualities that should or should not be present in those providing support go a long way in helping
LENORE have a good day. This section captures those attributes that typically can’t be taught (ex.
patience) rather than skills of what the supporter needs to do or not do when working with LENORE.

What Others Need to
Know/Do To Support:

This section begins to address those things that are important for LENORE in being a valued member of
the community. It provides “instructions” for supporters on how to successfully support LENORE to have
the Important To things previously identified. This includes, but is not limited to, daily routines and
rituals, going places, having fun, and maintaining relationships.

What Others Need to
Know/Do to Help
LENORE Stay Healthy
& Safe:

Information in this section addresses diagnostic conditions, current medications, medical and dental needs,
needed therapies, mental health and behavioral supports. Safety considerations are addressed from the
standpoint of supports needed at home, when going places, and in new or unfamiliar places. The focus is
to provide information on support strategies known to be successful. In-depth or historical information is
not included in the PCP and can be found in separate reports and documentation.
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Things To Figure Out:

Items that need additional clarification or addressed as needing follow up can be found in this section.

How Does LENORE
Communicate:

The Communication Chart provides information to help others understand what a LENORE’s words and/or
action may mean. Based on that understanding, it provides recommendations on how to support LENORE
to have his/her needs met. It is not a behavior plan, but rather provides an opportunity to minimize
behavioral concerns by looking at behavior as communication. It should be used for both people who use
or don’t use words to communicate. This section does not address augmentative communication needs or
devices. That information can be found in the What Others Need To Know/Do To Help LENORE Stay
Healthy & Safe section.

What’s Working/Not
Working:

You will find two different formats for this information. The first is from LENORE’s perspective and the
second is from others’ perspective. It identifies what is making sense and should be continued and what
doesn’t make sense and presents opportunities to make changes. The information is based on how things
are currently – not what has happened in the past or is going to happen in the future. Sometimes there will
be disagreement between the two perspectives and may need work on how to come to resolution. In such
cases, those items should also be included in the Things To Figure Out section.

Action Plans:

The Action Plans establish a course of action to help someone obtain or maintain things that are important
to and for him/her. Information to develop actions can be found in the Working/Not Working section of
the PCP. The Action Plans provide a description of the outcome to be achieved and a “to do” list of what
people need to accomplish to bring the outcome closer to reality. Tasks should be assigned to the
LENORE best able to complete the task, rather than the same LENORE/position for all tasks.
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Lenore’s Description

Lenore’s Description
Date of the 1st Description:

_6/18/2019___________________

Dates of Description Changed:

____________________________

What do I hope that this description will help me accomplish?
To make money so that she can do things she enjoys with people she cares about

Who helped me with this Description?
Insert
Picture
Here

Insert
Picture
Here

Insert
Picture
Here

Ruth Johnson
Mains’l Supporter
5+ years

Amie Wilson
Case Manager
5+ years

Lori
Mom
all her life
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Insert
Picture
Here

Lola
Daughter
11+ years

Insert
Picture
Here

Name
Relationship
Years known
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Who do I still need to talk to? (Are there others who can help me get more information?)
Person’s Lenore

Relationship

Lori

Mom

Lola

Daughter

Jennifer

Job placement
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Lenore’s Description
Lenore Relationship Map
Family

Lindsey, Jake, Matt (cousins)
Bella (Cat), Fish
Dan, Brook, Katie (cousins)
Brent (brother)

Bernie (Dad) Oscar (Grandpa)
Tami, Missy (Aunts)
Bryce (Brother)
Lola (daughter) Lori (Mom)

Amber
(new
therapist)

People whose
job is to
support me at
work, school,
training places,
etc.

Anna (Doctor)

Ruth
(Mains’l staff)
Arlene
(Mains’l Mngr)

Jennifer
(Job
Placement)
Text

Lenore
Tony Cassidy
(old job coach)

Amie Wetzel
(Case manager)

People whose
job is to
support me at
home and other
places

Annie, Gretchen (Bestfriends)
Adam (Boyfriend)
Keith, Suzette, Belinda,
Martha(neighbors)

Dalen (Annie’s husband) Dave (Gretchen husband)
Andrea
Rachel

My Friends
www.learningcommunity.us
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Lenore’s Description
My Introduction- Great things about me

(What do people like and admire about me? What are the good things they say
about me? How would I like to be introduced?)

Friendly
•
•

Easy to talk to
Kind (people always call her a nice or good person)

New Things I Have Learned About
Myself

Great mom
•
•

Caring
Big heart

Helpful
•
•

Always willing to help out or care for family and friends
Generous with her time and giving

Honest
Determined
Open to try new things
Love for her family
Values feedback from others and support
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Lenore’s Description
What is important to me?

What do I want other people to know about the things that are important to me? Who are
the people that are most important to me? What do I do with them? What are the things
that I have to do (and things I need to have) if I am going to be happy?

Family and quality time together
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building and maintaining connections with her family
Having positive relationships with her family (respect one another, connection, fun times)
Spending time with Mom, Toni multiple times a week (at Lenore’s home and her home in
Mound) – like to watch movies together, shop, talk, etc.
Talking on the phone with her mom, Daily
Spending time with her brother, Bryce (she is 8 years older, close connection) every other
weekend when possible (like to watch movies, “backs her up” w/ Lola) and he teachers her
to play PS4- strategy games)
Having positive experiences with her Dad, Bernie and brother, Brent
Spending time with her family during holidays (Christmas, thanksgiving, birthdays and
Easter)
Stay connected with her distant relatives through Facebook, instant messenger and
Instagram (many live in other states in Midwest)

New Things I Have Learned
About Myself

Being Lola’s mom

Having a strong mother daughter bond.
Doing fun things together with her daughter, Lola (11 years old), like watching Riverdale,
movies, reading, going to the bowling alley, coloring, going shopping, going on walks to
the park and events together
• Having Lola see Lenore as a strong mother figure, where Lola listens to Lenore’s rules and
suggestions
• Her family understands and respects Lenore’s role as Lola’s mom (i.e. they don’t try to
parent Lola and “have her back” while she is parenting Lola)
• Her family offering suggestions and advice regarding parenting (not telling her what to do)
• Lola is getting to know her (Lenore) and also building a relationship with Adam (Lenore’s
boyfriend)
•
•

Connections and belonging
•

Genuine interest in being connected to her boyfriend Adam and close friends
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•
•
•
•
•

Spending time with Adam when she can, mainly on weekends. Playing games, hanging out
Spending time with her good friends on the weekends (ex: Annie, Keith, Suzette, Belinda,
Martha)
Staying connected with her friends by chatting on the phone and Facebook. Lenore likes to
browse Facebook profiles and see updates from friends and family. She doesn’t post often
but likes to stay in the know.
Watching movies/TV going to events and shopping with support staff
Building trust and being listened to by her supporters (taking the time to get to know her)

Making money to pay for things she wants to do

Finding a job
• To apply for jobs that fit her interests and preferences- which includes working with
children or older people
• To have someone that she can meet with weekly to discuss job search progress, identify
what else she wants and needs when preparing to find a job
• To prepare for job interviews (as they can make her feel very anxious) and to have right
clothes to wear during the interview
Getting a job
• Having a part-time (15-20 hours/ week) job working with children or older adults
• Having a job that she can continue to help people
• Having a job where she can learn in the way that works for her (things written down,
someone taking extra time to train her)
• Having a job where Lenore can feel she can connect with other people/co-workers
• Working weekly daytime hours so that she can spend quality time with Lola (no weekends
or night-time hours)
• Being successful in her job: Having supporters at work that are patient and respond to her
learning and communication style (supervisor, coworkers)
• Having a job coach that she can meet with weekly to discuss progress, concerns, problem
solve, help her understand job duties/ what is being asked, etc.
• Have a positive working relationship with Supervisor and job coach
Payoffs from having a job
• Increase her spending money so that her and Lola and friends can do more things together
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Lenore’s Description
•

Being able to do more fun things and go more places without feeling tied to a tight budget

The comforts of home/opening her home to others
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Having a clean home. It is important to Lenore to clean up and get the dishes done each
day
Having her brother Bryce spend time at her home and sometimes stay over. Having her
mom stay over at her home when her mom has is working late nights
Continue to live at her apartment in Big Lake
Having family holiday parties at her apartment’s community room
Being walking distance to the playground so she can take Lola there
Enjoys living around families, away from crowded areas where it is quiet most of the time
Bella, her cat, for support and comfort. Lenore takes pride in caring for and raising her fish
Lenore would like more access to transportation to go places such as getting a bike,
license/vehicle (she currently has her drivers permit)

Having fun things to do and places to go
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Going to the library and music in the park
Going to Mains’l events, “I am me”, and camp (1x a year in summer) when she has the
money to do so
Coloring
Watching TV especially Riverdale (watching Live or on Netflex) , youtube and movies that
are straight forward (romantic comedies, dramas) doesn’t like: violence, action, gory, or
that bounce back and forth from past/present due to causing confusion) etc.
Her favorite actors are Leonardo DiCaprio and Cole Sprouse
Listening to and singing to music (current hits, and boy bands- her favorite in Backstreet
boys- Nick Carter)
Likes to do crafts to relax, calm down and to express her creativity
Reading (currently reading “5 feet apart” )
Walking to the library and going to the free craft events there, when scheduled
Going out to eat (favorite: pizza ranch, subway, Dairy queen, culvers, taco bell)
Loves ice cream and making spaghetti and white chicken chili
She would like a bike to exercise and get around town. She would also like to get a bike for
Lola
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•

Going on Facebook, Instagram and twitter on Samsung tablet or phone to know what’s
going on with friends, family and celebrities/shows

Feeling comfortable and prepared
•
•

•
•
•
•

Laid back, likes to slowly get up in the morning and have ample time to get ready. If she
feels rushed, she won’t feel comfortable with her day
To not be rushed during the morning or activities. For example: she likes to wake up
around 8am/9am (Lola usually wakes her), have breakfast and then start to get ready and
plan for her day. Sometimes she makes breakfast for Lola and then makes herself
something after so she is not rushed.
Doing laundry, cleaning, relaxing, going to appointments and doing fun things on her days
off w/ flexibility
On Sundays, Lenore likes to call her family to see what’s going on during the week, review
schedule and sometimes likes to go to church with Keith and Suzette
Holding onto something or talking to her family, boyfriend when wanting comfort
Not being around conflict or commotion
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What are the characteristics of
people who support me best?

If I was going to pick a new person to work with me (e.g. case manager, staff in
a home) what would I look for? What do people that I like to work with have in
common? Have there been people that I could work with? What do they have in
common?

Works well with

New Things I Have Learned About Myself

Good Sense of humor
• Loves to joke around, share funny stories, make light of serious situations
• Loves to laugh and have a good time
• Outgoing- social, isn’t shy, likes to chat and have fun (do things together!)
Laid back
• goes with the flow
• flexible
Patient
• Is patient while Lenore is processing information, communicating, is working on
a task (doesn’t rush), etc.
• Explain things differently to help her understand
• Calm voice and stays calm when Lenore is upset
Good Listener and Creative
• Easy to talk to
• Takes the time to listen (one-on-one), to her worries, concerns, issues, or the
things she would like to have a part of her life
• Gives advice and offers suggestions after listening to the whole story
• Willing to see things from Lenore’s perspective, compromise/ negotiate
Positive and understanding
• Understanding of her feelings and emotions
• Doesn’t take it personal when Lenore is upset or doesn’t like your opinion, idea,
suggestion, etc.
• Non-judgmental and takes the time to help Lenore see different perspectives
Straight forward with communicating what is needed
• takes the time to build a relationship and trust
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•
•

open to learning new things
Nice to have: likes animals, romantic comedies, going to community events,
coloring, etc.
Doesn’t Do Well With

Bossy or Authoritative
• Tells her what to do or how she should be doing something (not asking if she
would like to hear suggestions
• Too stern or tries to just stick to the “rules” or their ways (no flexibility or
creativity)
• Tries to control the situation or Lenore’s decisions
• Aggressive, when talking to Lenore (raised voice, ordering)
Not understanding or productive
• Shames, when Lenore makes a bad decision rather than helping her see
perspectives, association with actions and consequences, etc.
• Doesn’t walks, movies, listening to music, going to events, coloring, with
Lenore (just focuses on general work tasks- cleaning, budgeting, documentation,
etc.)
Acts like they know everything
Beats around the bush
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What Others Need to Know
or Do to Support Me

If I am going to have the things that are important to me, and stay healthy and safe, what do
people need to know about me? What do they need to do? How do I need to be
supported at home, at work, and when I am out in my community?

Spending time with Family
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lenore coordinates days/ and times to spend with her family. Her family usually provides the
transportation.
If she needs a ride to/from she may ask you if you are available to drive her. If you are able to
make a plan with her (pick up/drop off time).
If not, research other forms of transportation and ask Lenore to contact what is found to
identify cost and which ones she would like to use.
After seeing her family, Lenore may want to talk about her time with her family. You don’t
need to ask her about it, she will talk about it if she wants to. If she has a bad time, she likes
some time to herself to “calm down”, then she would like to talk to someone she trusts.
Listen to the whole story without interruption, and then validate her feelings. Ask her if it is
okay to ask questions (if needed for clarification) or if you can provide a suggestion (to handle
stressful situation, ways to communicate her feelings with family)
Ask Lenore if she would like to talk through the suggestions by modeling, role playing, etc.
If you are present during an argument or disagreement that Lenore may be having with family,
ask Lenore if she would like to go to quiet space to process
Encourage Lenore to express how she is feeling, concerned w/ etc.

New Things I Have Learned
About Myself

Being Lola’s Mom
•

•
•
•
•

Lenore may ask you to help her problem solve or help with conflict resolution with Lola. Talk
with Lenore about the issue, actively listen to the whole story, then ask Lenore if she would
like to hear your perspective. If she says yes, share your perspective.
Provide suggestions to improve/change the situation. Lenore will chose her next steps
If Lenore and her daughter find themselves in an argument or a disagreement Lenore would
like you to talk to each of them individually (each sharing what happened/issue). Provide
suggestions for each person to improve/change the situation
Then, bring them together to talk about the issue. Ask Lenore and Lola if there are things they
can change; agree to do/not do.
Provide a suggestion, rather than tell her what she should do
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•
•

“Have her back,” by respectively explaining to Lola why Lenore has made specific decisions,
rules, etc. for Lola as her mom.
Each week share with Lenore or research local and affordable events Lenore can attend with
Lola

Connections and Belonging
•
•
•

•
•
•

Encourage Lenore to spend time with her friends and boyfriend on the days she does not work/
is available
Weekly- with Lenore, look at her Calendar (on the wall) and ask Lenore when she would like
to spend time with a friend or boyfriend (on days when she doesn’t have appointments/work).
Lenore will call her friend/boyfriend and coordinate days and times to see them. Ask Lenore
the day and time she plans to see them, and Lenore will write it on her calendar. Ask Lenore if
she will need a ride from her supporters/family or if she will be getting a ride from a friend or
family member
If a supporter will be providing the rides, coordinate transportation prior to the date with time
Take the time to get to know her and build a relationship: when building a relationship with
Lenore ask personal questions about her, not about her family. When she is comfortable she
will share information with you regarding other areas of her life
she likes her supporters to be available, by phone or messaging, in case she needs something,
wants to change timing of things or just to connect. Lenore seems to enjoy having a friendship
with her support staff

Having money to pay for things she wants to do
Finding a job so that she has more money
• Going on indeed and other job seeking sites to search for interested jobs with Lenore, ask
Lenore to review the job posting and see if she would like to apply or learn more information
• After Lenore has completed application, review the information and give feedback if needed.
• Answer any questions she may have during each phase of job search, application, interviews,
etc.
Preparing for Job Interviews:
• Practice interview skills: Gather typical questions asked in a job interview for the specific job she
is interested in. Tell Lenore that you are starting the practice “mock” interview.
• Tell Lenore why these types of questions are asked or needed for the job and the importance of
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•
•
•
•
•

answering the questions fully (to show she wants the job, and so the employer knows she
understands the question/job duties needed).
After the practice interview, provide Lenore with positive feedback first and then gently share
with her the constructive feedback by giving suggestions. Ask Lenore what works for her.
Prior to going to an interview, gently remind Lenore what clothing is “appropriate attire”. If
Lenore tells you that she is unsure what to wear to the interview/job, give her 2-3 ideas of proper
attire.
If needed, take her shopping, and show her suggestions of clothing to wear at her interview.
Lenore likes to process information through visuals/ reading. If possible, ask the hiring manager
for the interview questions prior so that Lenore can review and process the information (this will
also help with her anxiety)
Provide transportation to and from the interview

Maintaining employment/ Support while at work:
Supervisor/coworkers:
• When giving direction or feedback speak calmly, straight forward, and up to 3 directions at a
time. (shouting orders or showing irritability does not work for her)
• Show Emily how to do the job task, have her practice the job tasks and give her feedback on what
she is doing well and then how she can improve/change
• Help her learn/perform the task when asked
• Write down tasks or direction on a piece of paper. Lenore would like to have this to ensure she is
successful/ meeting expectations
• Tell her she is doing a good job!
Job Coach:
• Someone who is reliable and gets back to her within 24 hours
• Check in with Lenore and her supervisor, weekly, regarding her progress. Share with Lenore’s
supervisor: be gentle when providing feedback to Lenore and do not do this in front of others (go
to staff office).
• Review expectations of work tasks with Lenore weekly to provide understanding and clarity
• (Job Coach and Supervisor) When giving feedback, start with a welcoming conversation:
“Lenore, how do you think things are going at work? What tasks do you like so far? What are
some things you would like to improve?
• Then, provide a list of things Lenore is doing well, prior to sharing things that you have
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observed/become aware of that she needs to change or improve.
• Ask Lenore what she is currently doing to improve in that area (congratulate her on what she is
currently doing), offer suggestions (if needed), and ask her how she would like you to support her
to be successful.
• When Lenore is having an issue: support her in problem solving, by listening when she shares the
issue, asking clarifying questions and recommend 2-3 options. Lenore will choose which option
will work for her.
• Lenore also may easier understand by explaining different perspectives (ex: supervisor) and
rules/policies of employment for the “reasons” why something may needs to
continue/change/discontinue.

The comforts of home/opening her home to others

• Each week, review with Lenore her calendar of scheduled events, appointments, etc. This helps
her know when she is available to be with family and friends
• Ask Lenore what she would like to work on during her time together. Make a list of those items
• Ask her if she has transportation set up or any preparation needed for her appointment

Having fun things to do and places to go
•
•

Prefers small groups of people or being by herself; she is an introvert. crowds give her anxiety
See supports above for scheduling/ coordinating activities, transportation, etc.

Feeling comfortable and prepared
• Lenore feels more awake and has the most energy during the afternoon hours, try not to
schedule any appointments before 11:00am
• Ensure her schedule or calendar completed
• Do not rush Lenore while she is working on a task, routines, communicating, etc.
• Give yourselves ample time to complete tasks, run errands, etc. Gently remind Lenore how
much time you have together that day and how long you have for scheduled activities or events
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What Other People Need to Know or Do
to Help Me Stay Healthy and Safe

Do I have medical conditions or mental health issues that other people
should know about? Are there times when I need help in managing my
medical or mental health?

General Information and Diagnosis
• Depression, Anxiety
• Attention deficit disorder (non-hyperactive)
• Non-verbal learning disability, Motor delay
• Sciatic nerve, Arthritis in her knees, which causes her a lot of pain
• Sleep Apnea
Current Medications
• Lenore uses a c-pap machine while she sleeps to regulate her breathing
• Lenore sets up her medication in a pill case weekly and takes her medication on her own daily
(morning and night). She also call and refills her medication
• Her medication helps her with focus, having more energy, PTSD symptoms, inflammation and
pain (sciatica, arthritis)
• Support staff or parents: Lenore may ask you to take her to pick up her medication. Make a
plan with Lenore of when you are able to take her to the pharmacy to pick up her medication.
• If a ride is not available for more than one day, ask Lenore how she would like to arrange
picking up her medications
Medical appointments
• Lenore likes to attend all medical appointments with a support staff or family member to take
notes, ask questions she may of forgotten, and help her understand what is said/ordered during
her appointment
• Lenore will tell staff/family if she isn’t feeling well, or has side effects from her medication
• If needed, make an appointment during a time you and Lenore can both be present during the
appointment. Ask Lenore if she would like to make a list of concerns prior to the appointment
to share with the doctor.
• Ask Lenore what support she would like from you during her appointments.
• Be sure to bring her medical information with so that you can help Lenore answer questions on
the med forms that she is unsure of
• At the appointment, Lenore will talk with her doctor, however if she isn’t sure or doesn’t know
how to answer a doctors question/ what is said, she will look at you for help. At that time you
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•
•
•

can share information, answer the questions, ask the doctor questions, etc. Reiterate what is
said in simple way to help Lenore understand (giving an example may also be helpful)
Review the notes, orders and medical information provided after the appointment with Lenore.
Ask her if she has any questions regarding the information, orders, or prescribed medication
If any new medication is prescribed, bring her to her pharmacy to pick up her medication
Currently, Lenore goes to therapy. She would like to start family therapy to set boundaries
with her parents, siblings and problem solve the issues of her parents trying to parent her
daughter, Lola

Safety Considerations at home
•
•

When she is feeling anxious it is helpful for her to listen to music and our leave the
situation/area she is in to try to calm down and process or changing the subject and talking
about something different
Lenore is trying to drink more water each day and only have soda during special occasions (i.e.
going out to eat). Tell her she is doing well when you spot her drinking water

Safety considerations when going places
•
•

Lenore can become overwhelmed in loud or crowded places
Stay close together (side by side) in a crowded areas

Safety considerations in new/unfamiliar places
•

•
•
•

Lenore can become anxious when going to a new places or event and likes to have someone
with her she trusts. She will ask you to attend if she would like to go
She likes to prepare for the place, event to have some predictability. Prior to going to the new
place/event, with Lenore look up information on the venue, activities, possible people that will
be present, who she will know there and how many people expected, etc.
Ask Lenore what she would like you to do if she is starting to feel anxious or overwhelmed
(usually she likes you to share ways she can calm herself down)
Go with her when she is going somewhere unfamiliar/new. Stay close to her in these
environments, and if you need to go to a different area, tell Lenore and ask if she would like to
stay where she is or go with you.
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Things to figure out

What are the things that I am still trying to “figure out?” What are the things about me, my condition, or
the supports that I get that I don’t understand or where I need more information? What are the things
that are getting in my way?

What transportation options are available and affordable that Lenore can use?

New Things I Have Learned
About Myself

Are there drivers training programs that Lenore can use that provide a vehicle?
How can Lenore build a relationship with her family to set boundaries and respect her/ have her
back as mom?
How can Lola and Adam build on their relationship? What support does Lenore need for this?
How can Adam and her parents build a positive relationship?
What outside support or resources would work for Lenore is building a working relationship
with her job placement specialist?
How can Lenore attend a concert and potentially meet her favorite musicians/singers? i.e.
Backstreet Boys
What support does Lenore need/want to have fewer disagreements with her dad, or work
through those disagreements?
How can she spend more time with her friends, boyfriend?
What support will Lenore need/want at a job in childcare?
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How Do I Communicate
What is happening

What does Lenore do

What we think it means What others should do

During conversation or
someone is asking Lenore
a question

Lenore looks at you with a
worried look on her face

She doesn’t understand what is
being said or needs your help in
responding to the question

Ask Emmalee if she would like you to explain
what was said or if she needs your help
answering the question.

Lenore is spending time
with her brother Brandon

She has a frown on her face and
leaves the room

He said something that made
her upset or she doesn’t know
how to respond

Do not follow her. She likes time to calm
down and process. She will ask you to come to
her when ready. Listen without interruptions
when she shares with you why she is upset.
When asked give her advice or suggestion.

Lenore is spending time
with her brother Brandon

She leaves the room and starts
crying and not able to speak

She is overwhelmed and upset
by what was said

Do not follow her. She likes time to calm
down and process. If she hasn’t asked you to
come after 10 minutes, go to the room she is in
and ask if she is doing okay. Listen without
interruptions when she shares with you why
she is upset. When asked give her advice or
suggestion.

This Plan or Description was created by: _Brittany Michelle_
Contact Information of Planner:
Mains’l Services
6840 78th Ave Brooklyn Park, MN 55428
(612) 554-3694
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Maddie’s
Person Centered Description
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Maddie’s Description

Date of the 1st Description:

_____02/27/2019_______________________

Dates of Description Changed:

____________________________

Go out with friends and doing things together without staff present

What do I hope that this description will help me accomplish?
Who helped me with this Description?

Michelle
Fiancé
1+ year

www.learningcommunity.us

Heidi
Case manager
2+ year

Krystal Lamers
Previous Support
Coordinator
1+ year

Jani Best
Program Manager
1+ year

Tonya
Job CoachOptions
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Maddie’s Description
Who do I still need to talk to? (Are there others who can help me get more information?)
Person’s Name

Relationship

Judy

Foster Mom

Joan

Biological Mom

www.learningcommunity.us
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Maddie’s Description
Name Relationship Map

Family

Joan (bio mom) Paul (stepdad)
Lisa (bio-sister) Mike (foster brother) April (biosister)
Sammy, Maggie, Benge (dogs, died)

Amelia (Foster sister)
Jane
(on-call staff)

Judy & Mike Wadsworth
(“foster” parents)

People whose
job is to
support me at
work, school,
training places,
etc.

Tonya (Job
Coach)

Maddie

Jani Bush
(manager)
Destiny (staff)
Teda (SC)
Summer (staff)
Toni (staff)

Heidi
(case manager)

People whose
job is to
support me at
home and other
places

Michelle (fiancée)
Tasha (friend)
Michelle (foster friend)
Krystal (old staff)

Katie (school friend)

My Friends
www.learningcommunity.us
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Maddie’s Description
My Introduction- Great things about me
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(What do people like and admire about me? What are the good things they say
about me? How would I like to be introduced?)

Sense of humor
Compassionate
Kind hearted
Open and honest
Sweet
Very relatable/ shares stories/ genuine
Cares about people- likes to be helpful
Very caring- loves to care for animals
Easy to get along with
Hard worker (finished what she starts)- quick learner, focus on detail and tasks
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Maddie’s Description
What is important to me?

What do I want other people to know about the things that are important to me? Who are
the people that are most important to me? What do I do with them? What are the things
that I have to do (and things I need to have) if I am going to be happy?

Family and friends

• Spending time with her Fiancé, Michelle. daily
• Privacy and time alone with Michelle (without staff present)
• Sundays- goes with Michelle to her dad’s house: go to church, out to lunch, grocery
shopping. Dad picks them up each time, and then drops them off after each visit.
• Going to church group on Thursdays with Michelle: bible study (hasn’t been going
lately because of sickness or weather)
• Treated like a typical person at church
• Family: maintaining her close relationship with her foster parents, Judy and Mike (live
in Owatana)
• Contacting foster family via phone 2-3 times a week
• Spending time with friends when she can
• Spending Holidays with Joan (Biological mom) and Paul (Step dad), Thanksgiving and
Christmas
• Calling Joan every morning
• Having a positive relationship with her biological family (not getting involved with
drama)
• Sister Lisa who has three children. Maddie likes to babysit the children for Lisa.

New Things I Have Learned
About Myself

Earning her own money

• She has been working at Arby’s since August, works 20 hours a week, mainly during
the week and sometimes weekends. (late morning/afternoon hours)
• Maddie has worked as a cashier and makes sandwiches (doesn’t like dealing with
crabby customers (doesn’t like to cashier))
• She appreciates the discounts that she gets at Arby’s.
• Having a supportive supervisor (willing to teach her/show her things, is patient and
flexible)
• Pleasing people (showing she does a great job)
• Spending her money on presents/gifts for people she cares about
• Meeting many new people
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Maddie’s Description
Dream Job:
• Veterinarian or a job working with animals

Ways she likes to spend her days

• Watching TV and horror movies (and going to the movies), Netflix and YouTube
(especially funny videos),
• Goes on walks when it is nice outside.
• Getting out of the house to do things
• Mexican food- Loves going to Chipotle, Mucho Loco and McDonalds
• Color, drawing (draw things from ideas from Pinterest)
• Shopping (especially to buy her own snacks)
• Watching WWE Smack down (watch on Mondays and Tuesdays) – has WWE network
• Likes to go to Hockey games
• Spending time with animals and caring for them through activism (signs petitions)
• Puzzles (at least 1000 pieces)

Home life

• Living in her current home because she has kind supporters and living with her fiancé
• Supporters respect her wants and needs.
• Cooking and Baking- She enjoys going to the grocery store for the needed items for the
recipe.
Dream:
• Live in an apartment or home on her own or with a partner or close friend
• Or live on a hobby farm
• Would love to be a foster mom (for animals)

Predictability and smooth transition

Transitioning from work
• When she gets home from work/event she likes things to be “chill” to decompress (not
to be bombarded with questions/demands) - she likes to eat a snack/meal, watch her
preferred TV shows, hangout with Michelle
• Show schedule: Monday Tuesday- wrestling, Thursday- “pimple popper”, Friday:
“love after lock up” , “strange love addiction”, “exotic animal ER”, weekends:
YouTube, animal videos, funny/fails, Netflix
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Maddie’s Description
Knows what to expect:
• Likes to arrive 45 minutes - 1 hour early to scheduled work shift to transition before she
starts her shift
• When going to a new place or meeting new people
Holidays:
• Trick or treating on Halloween
• Birthday, May 3rd : likes to have cake, out to dinner (possibly Mucho Loco), cool to
have a McDonald’s gift card
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What are the characteristics of
people who support me best?

If I was going to pick a new person to work with me (e.g. case manager, staff in
a home) what would I look for? What do people that I like to work with have in
common? Have there been people that I could work with? What do they have in
common?

Works well with

New Things I Have Learned About Myself

• Patient and attentive (takes the time to listen to her feelings and situation)
• Can talk through situations and issues with Maddie
• Takes the time to understand her
• Care about her and helps her problem solve (Maddie tries to hide her problems but
people who know her well and talk through problems with her)
• Validate feelings
• Leave Maddie alone so that she has processing time to discuss an issue
• Asks rather than demand/request
Doesn’t Do Well With
•
•
•
•

Bossy
Tries to tell her what to do (even if trying to be helpful)
Hovers over her
Too much of a parental figure?
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What Others Need to Know
or Do to Support Me

If I am going to have the things that are important to me, and stay healthy and safe, what do
people need to know about me? What do they need to do? How do I need to be
supported at home, at work, and when I am out in my community?

Family and friends

• Maddie is building a relationship with her biological family, after years of not speaking to them. If
Maddie is spending time with her family or friends and she contacts you due to a circumstance, be
available to talk through the situation or if needed pick her up to leave their home
• Have conversations with her about attending safe boundaries class to understand safe boundaries
and all types of relationships
• If Maddie shares a situation regarding something that hurt her feelings, have a conversation with
her about ways she can speak up for herself
• When Maddie is having a problem, ask her if she is willing to talk to you with her team to problem
solve (her team is a great support to her)
• When Maddie shares her work schedule with you, ask Maddie if she would like to spend time with
any of her friends during her time off. If she does, ask Maddie to contact her friend and try to
schedule a time to spend with them. Provide transportation to/from

New Things I Have Learned
About Myself

Earning her own money
• Has typical job
• Job coach: connect with Maddie at least 1x a week to discuss progress, successes, challenges, etc.
(+ physical visits 1x per month)
• Maddie is a hand-on visual learner- When teaching her a new tasks, show her how to do the tasks
• Remind her prior to going to work to share with her boss (or she may put in work computer) that
she has dr. appointment and can’t go to work on certain days
Ways she likes to spend her days
• Provide transportation to/from scheduled events.
• If not able to transport Maddie, ask Maddie if she can schedule a ride with TriCap (only in Elk
River and Princeton)
• When the Dragon fly flyer arrives, ask Maddie what events she may be interested in attending and
the deadline to register. Remind Maddie to sign up to free/ low/expense events prior to deadline
Home life
• Prior to leaving with Maddie to the store, help Maddie find deals and bargains, through Store ads
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Maddie’s Description
and online research.
• Maddie will create a list of food items she would like to purchase. Support Maddie with the
grocery list by putting the items in an ordered list by where it is in the store (for example, Produce,
Meats, frozen items, etc.
• Shop with her to be a second set of eyes (while shopping locate the cheaper deals + what is needed
for recipe by showing her the different brands of each item and their costs and size)- She will
chose what brand to buy
Predictability and smooth Transitions
• When she gets home from work/event she does not need support to decompress. Wait at least an
hour before asking Maddie multiple questions or requests (she is okay with small talk: How’s it
going, how was your day?)
• Drop off Maddie at least 45 minutes before her scheduled shift. Pick Maddie up on time when her
shift is scheduled to end (she likes to leave right after work). She will let you know if she will be
staying at work longer than schedule shift.
• Prior to bringing Maddie to a new place, research with Maddie what she can expect: place, amount
of people, possible noise, how much time they have to be there, etc.)
• Come to an agreement with Maddie about how she would like to be supported if she is feeling
overwhelmed or tired
• Before leaving to meet a new person, provide Maddie information about the person including
characteristics, profession and why she is meeting with that person
• Take Maddie to the store to get her Halloween outfit. Drive her to a neighborhood she is interested
in trick or treating
• Ask Maddie what she wants to do for her Birthday, and where she would like to eat. Arrange how
she will get to and from
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What Other People Need to Know or Do
to Help Me Stay Healthy and Safe

Do I have medical conditions or mental health issues that other people
should know about? Are there times when I need help in managing my
medical or mental health?

General Information and Diagnosis
• Congenital heart defect (missing a chamber and has a hole in the other chamber)
• Anxiety
• Fetal Alcohol Syndrome

New Things I Have Learned
About Myself

Medications
• Maddie takes medications around 9am, 2pm, 6pm, and 8pm with water or other liquid available
• Maddie sets up her medications in a Medeset for the week. Stay with her to observe that she is
organizing her medication correctly. Tell Maddie when she may be losing focus or needs to
change where the medication is located/ dosage
• Observe Maddie taking her medications
• She has reminders in her phone at each medication time to take her medication. If you have not
observed her taking her medications and it is ten minutes after the scheduled med time, ask
Maddie to take her medication.
• Maddie is on a blood thinner (Coumadin) and will need to have her blood check at the clinic,
monthly
• Medications are autofill (Maddie can refill them on her own if needed)
• Gently remind her to put medication on her wounds (picks at skin)
• Monitor her skin (especially her stomach)
Allergies
Maddie is allergic to sulfa Medications, and cough syrup
Diet:
• Maddie is on a Low salt, low sugar, low caffeine diet. She tries to have these foods in moderation.
Support Maddie with her diet, by offering low sugar/salt items if available (ex: If she would like a
coca cola, ask Maddie if she would like a diet coke instead).
• Maddie will chose what to have and we honor her decision (even if we don’t agree with her)
• Due to Maddie’s heart condition items that are high in sugar, sodium, and caffeine can be
dangerous to her. Maddie knows what food she can and cannot have.
• Maddie needs gentle reminders to eat slowly and take small bites.
www.learningcommunity.us
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Things to watch for with her heart condition
• Her cardiologist would like Maddie to walk for a half hour 3x a week for 30 minutes (when
planning for the week, plan for the specific days Maddie would like to walk)
• Sometimes walking for too long, Maddie can become tired. Maddie may tell you if she is
becoming too tired to continue walking. When Maddie becomes tired she can have light-headed,
lips turn blue, dizzy or short of breath. Ask Maddie if she would like to sit down and rest for 15-30
minutes (or until she feels comfortable walking/doing activity again)
• While Maddie is at the store, ask Maddie if she would like to walk or use an electric cart
• She walks more often if she has someone to walk with or going to the YMCA (still needs
membership)
• Call 911 if she passes out
Doctor appointments:
• Most of her appointments are at least an hour away from her home (see medical book for contact
information)
• Maddie sets up medical appointments, but staff help with heart doctor scheduling since in the
cities.
• Bring Maddie to/from all of her appointments.
• She goes into the exam room alone unless she asks you to join her
• When she sees her cardiologist go in with her to understand/remember what was said (then review
with her later- she may forget what was talked about)
Support at Doctor’s Appointments:
• Remind Maddie to put the medical appointments in her phone calendar, when schedules
• Give Maddie the numbers of medical professionals to schedule appointment if needed
• Attend Dr. appointment with Maddie if she requests
• If you are present at the doctor’s appointment provide feedback to the medical professional
• Review what was said after the appointment with Maddie. Help her understand information if
needed
Finances
• Maddie receives around $160 spending money a month which she manages on her own,.
• She receives her money on a debit card. She doesn’t like caring large amounts of cash- she will
take money out at the bank when she needs to. When needing to go to the bank, transport her
to/from. She keeps her card in a secret safe place.
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• She will make all purchase on her own and doesn’t need support
Safety Considerations when going places
• When Maddie is stressed or anxious, she picks at her skin and it can get infected. If Maddie is
sharing with you that she is nervous or anxious, ask her if she would like to have her baby doll,
Paisley for comfort
• Before going somewhere, talk with Maddie about what the plan is (where, when, who) and what to
expect
• Circumstances that might cause her to pick her skin: going to places like doctor, drama/conflict, (
talking to her biological family about drama and it “put her over the edge” and she might “yells at
everyone”), loud children/people
• If you see her picking her skin, ask how she is feeling and if she would like to talk about anything
• If Maddie is sharing with you that she is feeling anxious, sit down with Maddie in a quiet calm
area (not around people) and talk about it. Ex: at Target go to the café area
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Things to figure out

What are the things that I am still trying to “figure out?” What are the things about me, my condition, or
the supports that I get that I don’t understand or where I need more information? What are the things
that are getting in my way?

How can Maddie spend more time with friends? (without staff or Michelle)

New Things I Have Learned
About Myself

How can we support Maddie to explore getting her drivers license?
How can Maddie set boundaries in her relationships, and not change herself for the relationship she is
in?
What does Maddie need to feel comfortable to live on her own?
How much is too much a “mama figure” when it comes to support?
Can the dietary restrictions updated from pharmacists annually? With Coumadin you may not be able
to consumer vitamin K.
What medicines cause Maddie to feel badly and what to do about it?
Ibuprofen (cannot have due to heart Condition)?
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Maddie’s Description
How Do I Communicate
What is happening

What I do

What I think it means

What others should do

Anytime.

Maddie will become fidgety and
may start to cry.

She is upset.

Ask Maddie what is upsetting her
(she will talk to you when she is
ready, if she needs a few minutes
by herself), ask her if she wants a
hug, or to color together. Sit with
Maddie until she feels better (she
will let you know when she feels
better).

Anytime.

Maddie will start to pick at her
skin, and internalize.

She is upset.

Ask Maddie what is upsetting her
(she will talk to you when she is
ready, if she needs a few minutes
by herself), ask her if she wants a
hug, or to color together. Sit with
Maddie until she feels better (she
will let you know when she feels
better).

This Plan or Description was created by: Jeff Tinner
Contact Information of Planner:
Mains’l Services 7000 78th Ave N Brooklyn Park, Mn 55445
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Larry’s
Person Centered Plan
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Larry’s Plan
This Person Centered Plan (PCP) provides a brief snapshot of the person and what is critical information others need to know to
provide support. It is not intended to be all inclusive nor take the place of assessments or historical information. Instead, it is an honest
introduction that focuses on current pertinent information and strategies to help maintain and enhance successful supports for the
person. In the PCP, the following information can be found:
Who Contributed:

See who helped with providing information for the PCP, what their relationship is to LARRY, how long
they have known each other. This section also includes a list of additional people who still need to provide
information

Relationship Map:

This shows how LARRY feels about the people in their life. The closer the Larry is to LARRY the stronger
the emotional attachment, from LARRY’s perspective. The inner circle of Larrys indicates there would be
a sense of loss if the LARRY is not present, while the outer circle indicates less of an attachment

Important To:

Things that LARRY wants/needs in life to be happy, fulfilled, satisfied or content. You will find major
topics followed by the specifics that represent how LARRY meets that want/need.

Characteristics Of
Supporters:

Qualities that should or should not be present in those providing support go a long way in helping LARRY
have a good day. This section captures those attributes that typically can’t be taught (ex. patience) rather
than skills of what the supporter needs to do or not do when working with LARRY.

What Others Need to
Know/Do To Support:

This section begins to address those things that are important for LARRY in being a valued member of the
community. It provides “instructions” for supporters on how to successfully support LARRY to have the
Important To things previously identified. This includes, but is not limited to, daily routines and rituals,
going places, having fun, and maintaining relationships.

What Others Need to
Know/Do to Help
LARRY Stay Healthy &
Safe:

Information in this section addresses diagnostic conditions, current medications, medical and dental needs,
needed therapies, mental health and behavioral supports. Safety considerations are addressed from the
standpoint of supports needed at home, when going places, and in new or unfamiliar places. The focus is
to provide information on support strategies known to be successful. In-depth or historical information is
not included in the PCP and can be found in separate reports and documentation.

Things To Figure Out:

Items that need additional clarification or addressed as needing follow up can be found in this section.
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How Does LARRY
Communicate:

The Communication Chart provides information to help others understand what LARRY’s words and/or
action may mean. Based on that understanding, it provides recommendations on how to support LARRY
to have his/her needs met. It is not a behavior plan, but rather provides an opportunity to minimize
behavioral concerns by looking at behavior as communication. It should be used for both people who use
or don’t use words to communicate. This section does not address augmentative communication needs or
devices. That information can be found in the What Others Need To Know/Do To Help LARRY Stay
Healthy & Safe section.

What’s Working/Not
Working:

You will find two different formats for this information. The first is from LARRY’s perspective and the
second is from others’ perspective. It identifies what is making sense and should be continued and what
doesn’t make sense and presents opportunities to make changes. The information is based on how things
are currently – not what has happened in the past or is going to happen in the future. Sometimes there will
be disagreement between the two perspectives and may need work on how to come to resolution. In such
cases, those items should also be included in the Things To Figure Out section.

Action Plans:

The Action Plans establish a course of action to help someone obtain or maintain things that are important
to and for him/her. Information to develop actions can be found in the Working/Not Working section of
the PCP. The Action Plans provide a description of the outcome to be achieved and a “to do” list of what
people need to accomplish to bring the outcome closer to reality. Tasks should be assigned to the LARRY
best able to complete the task, rather than the same LARRY/position for all tasks.
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Larry’s Plan
Date of the 1st Description:

3/5/2019

Dates of Description Changed:

5/11/19_

What do I hope that this description will help me accomplish?
To live in a home where he is respected, have positive working relationships and opportunities to have
more people to talk to (more friends).

Who helped me with this Description?
Insert
Picture
Here

Insert
Picture
Here

Insert
Picture
Here

Insert
Picture
Here

Insert
Picture
Here

Andrew Wollace
Case Manager
12+ years

Abby Lind
Behavior Specialist
2 year

Josh Branson
ASI OManger
1+ year

Sue
Mains’l
Coordinator
1+ year

Relationship
Years known
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Who do I still need to talk to? (Are there others who can help me get more information?)
Person’s Larry

Relationship

Contact Information

Pat Hadde

Brother

No contact at this time
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Larry’s Relationship Map

Family

Pat Hadde (brother)

People whose
job is to
support me at
work, school,
training
places, etc.

Vickie
(Psychiatrist)

Andrew
Wollace

Mariah (ASI)

Larry

Ashley

(Mains’l.)

Jacklyn

(case manager)

Kaitlyn
Reiner

(Mains’l)

Ashley

(Primary doctor)

Tricia

(activities
coordinator)

People whose
job is to
support me at
home and
other places

Blanch, Mary, James (Apt neighbors)

My Friends
www.learningcommunity.us
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My Introduction- Great things about me

(What do people like and admire about me? What are the good things they say
about me? How would I like to be introduced?)

Great Sense of Humor
• Loves to joke around
• Laughs at his mistakes
• Likes to give you “crap”

New Things I Have Learned About
Myself

Cares for his roommates and senior citizens
• Cares for their well-being and getting the support they need
• Advocates for others who do not have a voice
He’s a good guy
• Friendly and easy to get along with
• Easy to talk to
• Chivalrous- walks you in and out of his home, opens and closes the door for you
Outspoken
• Speaks his mind
• Shares his opinions clearly
• Knows when he needs help and will ask for it!
Avid fan of Harley Davidson
• Love for Harley Davidson for 20+ years
• Harley memorabilia and knowledge of bikes
• Used to own 4 Harley’s!

Tenacious
•
•
•

•

Not easily swayed- “sticks to his guns”.
Doesn’t give up when others may not be responding to his wishes/needs
He is patient and determined: he will try to do anything on his own, no matter
the struggle (perseveres)
Resilient
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What is important to me?

What do I want other people to know about the things that are important to me? Who are
the people that are most important to me? What do I do with them? What are the things
that I have to do (and things I need to have) if I am going to be happy?

Relationships

• Keeping in touch with his brother, Pat over the phone and occasional visits throughout the year
(lives in St Cloud)
• Friendship with Tricia- staying in contact via phone
• Having “more people to talk to”- have a connection with and share interests
• Sense of belonging in his current networks (ex: Harley Davidson shop)
• Being a part of “the family” (hanging with people in his building)

New Things I Have Learned
About Myself

Relationships with those that support him

Supporters take the time to get to know him and build a working relationship with him
Treated with and communicated with Respect- treated like a person not a “client”
Trustworthy and doesn’t hide things from him
Positive Interaction- greeting him, have open conversations
Having a supporter he can confide in, communicate his needs/wants, what’s going well/not
going well, consistently (each day, during scheduled time together)
• Understanding their role and job responsibilities (what is theirs and his) and following those
expectations
•
•
•
•
•

Having the things he enjoys (and the money to do so)

• Menthol Smokes- “the good stuff” (rolls his own cigarettes daily- Zen rolling tobacco) currently
buys at Buzz Tobacco (likes to smoke 1-2 packs a day)
• 2 pots of coffee (Folgers) with sugar every day
• Harley Davidson gear
• Knowing what’s going on in the world- Watching the news multiple times during the day
(morning, mid-day and before bed-10pm/11pm)- Good morning America
• Weekly spending money to buy the things he likes
• Going out to eat (loves steak and lobster), at least one time monthly (if budget allows)
• Staying connected to the world via cellphone
• Being a apart of the Harley Davidson Community (going to the store, and events/rallies)
• Going shopping: loves going to thrift stores and Walmart and buying clothes/shoes
• Playing cards (king’s corner)
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• Listening to music/radio - 93x

Being as Independent as possible

• When he asks for help with something, he is helped (he is very independent and if he asks, he
means it)
• Having supporters that respect his willingness to do as much as he can on his own.
• Control of his services and supports (people are not trying to do things for him, or telling him
how he should do something)
• Having reliable transportation to access the things he enjoys/needs
• Going when and where he pleases, without being questioned
• To know his area (where he lives) and what the community has to offer (groups, clubs, shops,
resources, restaurants, places to play cards, Harleys, etc.)
• Being retired (wants to stay this way)

Routines and Preferences

• Supporters are present during the following times: medication administration, getting ready for
the day and preparing meals
• Sleeps with radio on quiet (93x)
• Waking up at 3:00am or 4:00am in the morning (roams around complex, going outside to smoke
a cigarette and listen to radio)
• Getting ready for the day by 7:00am/7:30am, everyday
• Watching night-time TV (non-cable): American Idol, Dancing with the stars, The Bachelor, The
Bachelorette
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What are the characteristics of
people who support me best?

If I was going to pick a new person to work with me (e.g. case manager, staff in
a home) what would I look for? What do people that I like to work with have in
common? Have there been people that I could work with? What do they have in
common?

Works well with
• Good sense of humor, “can give each other crap”(playful way)
• Cheerful- creates a positive environment/interaction

New Things I Have Learned About
Myself

Good communication

• Talkative and positive: goes out of their way to talk to him (comfortable initiating dialogue)
ask how he’s doing and talk about common interests
• Informative: Reminds Larry why you are there, what you heard, etc. when arrive or talk to him
• Before assuming based on the information you heard, ask Larry what is his perspective
• Follows through with what was said would be done- if you are not able to, tell Larry right away,
and when you will be able to follow through
• Approachable: open to talk about the things that are going well/not going well
• One-on-one attention: not distracted by others, phone, etc.

Understanding of job responsibilities and expectations
•
•
•
•

Understand what is expected during shift and supporting Larry (Job Donut)
Is honest regarding responsibilities: what is and what isn’t
Confident and not a push over (not afraid to ask questions)
Willing to help out when he asks for help (Larry wouldn’t ask if he didn’t need it

Doesn’t take things personal

• When Larry is Angry or doesn’t like your opinion, idea, suggestion, etc.
• When Larry uses profanity when he is upset (take the time to understand why he is upset AND
use a different method to talk about discrepancy)
Patient: Is patient while Larry is working on/learning a task (doesn’t rush)
Organized and punctual: “If I am on time, you should be on time”
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Stays Calm

• Doesn’t get easily ruffled: Stays level-headed when Larry may be upset
• When communicating requests, talking through issues
• Open minded: can receive constructive feedback from Larry

Nice to haves:

• Experienced staff (in personal cares), around his age or older (40 years or older)
• Common interests: cars, motorcycles- Harley’s, history, news, smokes, playing cards
• Resourceful- or can share resources

Bossy or Authoritative

Doesn’t Do Well With

• Tells Larry what to do or how he should be doing something (not asking if he would like to hear
suggestions
• Too stern or tries to just stick to the “rules” (no flexibility or creativity)
• Tries to control the situation or Larry’s decisions
• Aggressive, when talking to Larry (raised voice, controlling)

Stubborn

• Always thinks he/she is right, and isn’t open to hearing Larry’s perspective
• Ignores Larry when he is angry and tries to communicate about it

Pushes his buttons

• Teases him, follows him when he is upset, or continues to talk after he asked you not too.
• Tells him he needs to do things that are not his responsibilities

Inconsistent

• Not reliable: not predictable in time present or support with tasks (not consistent)
• doesn’t follow through or communicate changes, updates, etc. in a timely manner
• doesn’t show up on time, shows up late, or leaves prior to work being done (not including if
emergency)
Too energetic- too hyper during “chill hours” (morning, late night)
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What Others Need to Know
or Do to Support Me

If I am going to have the things that are important to me, and stay healthy and safe, what do
people need to know about me? What do they need to do? How do I need to be supported
at home, at work, and when I am out in my community?

Relationships

Larry stays in contact with his brother on his own. Larry usually does not need support while going
places/meeting new people, however he is now living in Rochester (which is a new area for him). He
would like to meet new people, have friendships and feel like he is part of a family.
• Help Larry research opportunities he can meet people (based on his interests) in his apartment, and
the Rochester area by providing suggestions of where and how he can search for those opportunities
(he uses WiFi on his phone)
• Larry may ask you to read information if the text is too small. Read out load and ask if he wants to
write the information down.
• Ask Larry what support he would like from you to plan to go to those activities (or if he would like
you to attend (as a “friend”) in the beginning so he is comfortable) or building relationships. Do not
refer to him as your client (or any other label) when out of his home.
• Larry will let you know what support he would like, or ask you for possible suggestions.

New Things I Have Learned
About Myself

In his past, Larry used to attend Harley Davidson rallies and events (he used to ride Harleys). He
would like to continue being a part of a Harley-community. There is a Harley Davidsons in Delano
(half hour from Rochester)
• Larry is very friendly and has a lot of knowledge about motorcycles and Harley-brand specifically
• Show Larry where the closest Harley Davidson store is located (map on phone or computer).
• Monthly, Go on the Harley Davidson website (for Delano) and review the listed events for the month
with Larry. Read out loud the day of the week the event is held and the descriptions of the event.
Larry will decide if he would like to go to the store during the scheduled event or on a non-event day.
• Ask Larry is he needs any support scheduling a ride to get to the Harley Store. Gentle remind Larry
to write the event and times of his rides in his calendar. Larry usually goes to the Harley store by
himself.
Larry writes down all meetings, appointments and activities in his Harley Davidson Calendar
• It is important to Larry that he follows through with all scheduled activities (he’s very punctual)
• Review appointments and events in calendar daily, by asking, “Larry would you like to get out your
calendar and review what you got going on today and tomorrow?)
• While planning for meetings/appointments provide addresses and contact info if he asks. Larry may
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also ask you to write down a scheduled activity in his calendar, if so, do so.
• Clarification: Ask Larry if he has scheduled the needed appointment and remind him to do so (if
needed). Larry will then call the contact to clarify appointment date/time and purpose
• If Larry seems to get agitated or angry during the process, ask Larry if he would like a break or for
you to stop talking

Relationships with those that support him

Larry is an auditory and hand-on learner. He learns best through verbal instruction, modeling and
him trying the task on his own. He has a hard time reading small text or a lot of text on one page
• If giving written instructions, keep text minimal and up to 3 steps.
• Font should be large (at least 18 point font) and use common pictures/art to symbolize information
• When going to visit/talk with Larry in his room/or apartment, knock first and ask if you can come in
• When you enter, start with a positive conversation (how are you doing? how is your day going?)
Then tell Larry why you are there, (ex: I am here to chat about some events coming up that you may
be interested in)
• If you need to have a discussion with Larry regarding an issue, tell Larry, “I would like to talk to you
about something I have heard, can you tell me what happened with _________?”. After Larry shares
his perspective share with him what you have heard. Discuss positive and negative consequences of
specific actions. Ask Larry what he thinks he should do to improve the situation.
It’s important to Larry to have someone he can confide in, communicate his needs/wants, what’s
going well/not going well, consistently (each day, during scheduled time together)
• Provide Larry with a sheet of information of each lead support staff and who to contact them for what
(non-emergency and emergency) (use large text and pictures of symbolize) lead support staff (ex:
nurse, manager, administrator) See responsibilities sheet
• Give Larry a list of days and times that you are available to talk with him. Ask Larry what days and
times he would like to chat with you.
• If Larry may be upset about something, he may come into your office or call you multiple times. If
you are not available when he comes in your office, remind Larry of your availability and tell him the
next time you would be able to discuss an issue.
• Give a suggestion of what he can do in the mean-time (think about what’s upsetting him, think about
ways he can solve the issue that would have a positive outcome)
• Gently remind Larry to use his coping skills
Understanding their role and job responsibilities (what is theirs and his) and following those
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expectations
• Give Larry a list (large font words and pictures) of his rights and responsibilities living at his current
residents. (ex: respect other residents and property) See responsibilities sheet
• If an issue comes up where Larry is not following his responsibilities, refer to the list and discuss
positive or negative consequences of his actions
• Problem solve with Larry of how he could of handled the situation differently. Ask Larry what he
plans to do next time, if an issue like that arises. Thank Larry for Problem solving with you and tell
him, “good job!”
• Larry wears a pendent he can press if he needs emergency help or physical support with anything
while he is at home. If it is not an emergency and you are not able to help him within 10 minutes, lets
Larry know that you are not able to help him at that time, and what time you will be able to help him.
• Ask Larry what support he needs from you. He will tell you how and what he needs support with
Larry enjoys going to talk and group Therapy (he used to do this weekly, at Courage Kenny)
• Program Manager: Research Talk and group therapy in Rochester area that Larry can attend at the
local location or can visit him in his home (ex: ARRM’s worker)
• Share with Larry what you have found and the progress you have made contacting therapist
• Ask Larry how often he would like to attend Talk or Group therapy (ex: 1x weekly, 1x biweekly)
• Ask Larry what support he would like to coordinate appointments, transportation, intake, etc. He does
not want/need support from home-support staff at appointment.

Having the things he enjoys

Larry’s personal budget has decreased significantly since he has moved to Rochester (decreased
from $400/month to $100/month cash assistance)
• Every month, make a list of things, Larry would like to purchase with his spending money
• Support Larry with estimating the cost of each item (ex: Tobacco, rolling papers), by asking Larry
what he thinks the cost of each item, if he is not sure, research online, or ask Larry if he would like to
call the store and ask for the price of the items.
• Larry has his banking account at Wells Fargo. He goes to Wells Fargo every 2 weeks to take
spending money out (if have funds) and to go shopping. Larry will schedule Trail Blazer
transportation to and from the bank if not able to go with Activity Coordinator (River Oaks). He does
not need support at the bank.
He has rep payee services (Julie Hildren) to pay his bills (other than phone bill, he pays that on his own). Larry
will go to the Verizon store monthly to pay his bill, independently.
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Being as independent as possible

• Larry likes to try to do things on his own as much as possible. If you see him struggle (or looks like
he may need help), ask if he would like help, before trying to help him. Larry will let you know if he
needs your help
• Larry likes to go shopping at least once a week (usually at Walmart).Plan with Larry what day of the
week he would want a ride to the store. Write down the date and time on the activity Calendar with
his name in large font.
• Provide transportation to the grocery shopping. Larry does not need support while shopping.
• If Larry wants to go during a time when River Oaks transportation is not available, remind Larry of
the days it is available. Gently remind him to schedule a ride with trailblazer.
Larry likes to go when and where he pleases and to not be questioned why he is going to those
places.
• In the morning, when talking with Larry, Ask if he would like to review his Calendar.
• Ask, “Hey, are you planning on going anywhere today?” Larry will share with you when he plans to
go and where he is going.
• If Larry is going to be gone during the day, ask he would like to bring his afternoon medications with
(if he is going to miss medication during scheduled time). Larry will give you a pouch to put his
medications in. Larry will take his meds without need of reminder.
• Larry will ask you to notify (Joanie- Dining hall manager) if he would like a bagged lunch or a meal
put aside for him.

Routines and Preferences

• Larry usually wakes up around 4:00am every morning. He likes to get up have 3-4 cigarettes outside
and watch the news throughout the morning. He does not need support during this time.
• Larry likes to fully get ready for the day around 7:00am/7:30am and eat breakfast around 8:00am.
Larry will notify you that he needs your support by pressing his pendent. Make sure his pendent is
in good working order at all times.
• Larry watches the news in the morning hours and at night before bed (9:00pm, 10:00pm or 11pm)
on multiple channels; no support needed.
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What Other People Need to Know or Do
to Help Me Stay Healthy and Safe

Do I have medical conditions or mental health issues that other people
should know about? Are there times when I need help in managing my
medical or mental health?

General Information and Diagnosis
•
•
•
•
•

Traumatic Brain injury
Right-side Paralysis
Depression
Emphysema (new diagnosis at of 4/1/19)
Psoriasis

New Things I Have Learned
About Myself

Current Medications –please see current med list
•
•
•
•

Oxycodone for Pain
Trazadone for sleep
Lotion daily for psoriasis
Injection every Tuesday for lessening psoriasis symptoms

Larry is allergic to amoxicillin, Tylenol
Larry may not remember to take his medications at the scheduled time or what medications are for
what symptoms. He has pain all of the time on his right-side. He takes oxycodone as scheduled.
• Larry should receive his medication within 1 hour (before or after) of scheduled medication
www.learningcommunity.us
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administration time. He currently takes his medication at 8:00am, 12:00pm and 8:00pm.
• Provide a cup of Juice when handing Larry his medications (he takes all medication with Juice
and does not drink water)
• When reviewing the calendar with Larry, ask if he plans to be away from home during scheduled
medication time. If so, put his prescribed medication in a pill case to take when he is out. He will
take this medication independently. When you see him later on, ask Larry, “Did you take your
medication?
• Every day, ask Larry if he would like you to put lotion on his feet and back (dryer areas). Larry
has a variety of lotions and will tell you which one to use.
• Every Tuesday (when prescribed), give Larry his injection in his right arm (preference) to lesson
his psoriasis symptoms.
• Larry has pain in his right leg most of the time. His pain medication is given on a schedule. If
Larry complains to you about pain and it isn’t during the scheduled medication time, gentle remind
him to talk to his nurse and call his primary doctor about change/adding medication.
On-Site Nurse
• Support Larry and support staff by reviewing his prescribed medication, advocating for referrals,
refill medication, talk with his doctor/psychiatrist regarding negative side-effects of medication,
etc).
• Reorder medications when needed and update medication information for all staff within 24 hours
of change (unless emergency)
Larry has not been to the dentist in years and complains of painful cavities.
On-Site Nurse
• Help Larry identify dentists covered by his insurance (Medica A, B, and D) by calling his
insurance and requesting a provider list and what dental work is covered in his insurance plan.
• Provide Larry the list (large font) and ask him if he would like you to help him set up an
appointment. If he says “Yes” Call the dentist office on speakerphone and schedule an
appointment with Larry to attend on his own.
• Gentle remind Larry to write down the appointment in his Harley- Calendar. 5 days prior to the
appointment, check in with Larry and ask, have you scheduled transportation to your
appointment?”
• If he says “No”, he plans to do this himself. Check-in with him the following week and ask if he
has set up an appointment. Provide gentle reminders, 1x weekly, if needed.
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Larry will be transferring his medical care from Anoka to the Rochester Area including his
psychiatrist, psychologist, dermatologist and primary physician
• Help Larry identify a dermatologist and primary physicians covered by his insurance (Medica A,
B, and D) by calling his insurance and requesting a provider list of each in his area
• Provide Larry the list and ask him if he would like you to help him set up any appointments. If he
says “NO”, he plans to do this himself. Check-in with him the following week and ask if he set up
an appointment. Provide reminders, 1x weekly, if needed.
Medical appointments
• Larry usually schedules and attends meetings and appointments on his own. Gently remind Larry
to schedule needed doctor’s appointments if he hasn’t done so already.
• Review his calendar/scheduled appointments with Larry, daily in the morning (between 7am9am). If you do not see a time written or name of activity on the calendar, ask Larry if he knows
the date, time, appointment etc. written. If so, ask him if he would like you to write it on the
calendar. If not, gently remind him to call the contact to clarify date and time
• Gently remind Larry to notify you when he has appointments (as they are scheduled) so that you
can provide him with a referral form for medical professional to fill out during the appointment.
When Larry returns he will provide the head Nurse the referral form with a summary of visit,
referral, changes in medications, etc.
• Larry may want to review the referral form and discuss the appointment with you (discuss
medication changes and adhering to doctors’ orders). If he asks, read the form out loud. Ask Larry
if he has any questions regarding the information.
• Larry may decide not to follow all doctor recommendations: ex: quit smoking. Ask Larry if you
can share the risks of not following the doctor’s orders, if he says “Yes”, provide the education
necessary so that he can make an informed decision. If he says, “No”, accept his response.
• Larry will decide if he would like to follow the recommendations/doctor’s orders.
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Safety Considerations At Home
Larry just moved into an assisted living home, where he has his own room, however shares a
bathroom, living room(s) and dining room with other living there.
• Larry uses a Standing safety pole to grab onto to pull/hold himself in and out of bed. Ensure that
his standing pole in securely bolted to the ceiling and floor in his room
• Larry uses a wheel chair to get around- he uses his left foot and his left arm to maneuver his chair.
• Larry is not able to use his right hand to hold items or cut up his own foods. If he asks, cut up his
food into smaller pieces (ex: steak), buttering bread, etc.
Assistance with grooming, dressing and Showering
• Assistance in Shower/bathing: Larry likes to shower on Mondays and Thursdays. He will only
shower 2 days a week- don’t encourage him to shower more often. Larry will use a shower chair,
and do multiple things on his own. Wash his hair with the preferred shampoos and use a soapy rag
to wash his back.
• After he gets out of the shower, he will brush his hair on his own. Put his hair in pony tail when
asked.
• Ask Larry if he would like you to cut his toe nails- ask bi-weekly (preference)
• Dressing: Larry only needs assistance with some clothing pieces on his right side: Ask Larry if you
can help him with his socks and shoes on his right Foot- if so, put his socks/shoes on right side of
body for him (while getting ready in the morning)
Communication
• Larry may have slurred, or soft speech while speaking to you- gently remind Larry to talk louder
for you to hear him. Do not say, “What? What you say?)
• Larry has a hard time reading printed documents- if he request, read the document out loud to him.
• Larry is alone at any given time. He wears a pendant around his neck, when pressed; the pendant
notifies River Oaks supporters that he is in need of their support (emergencies, conflict resolution,
etc.) Gently remind Larry to wear his pendent, daily.
• If notified (through pendent), respond within 5 minutes. If you are not able to help him at that time
(non-emergency situation), tell Larry when you would be able to (ex: “I can talk with you in 15
minutes, is that okay?”). Agree on the time, follow-through with commitment.
• Make sure that his pendant is in good working order- check pendant daily
• If there is a medical emergency or need for evacuation, Larry will call 911 on his cell phone.
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Physically assist Larry to evacuate the building if needed during an emergency.
Filling out paperwork

Larry may ask you to help him fill out paperwork while at home or out (ex: bank, medical appointments,
applying for resources or completing county paperwork.

• Larry will ask you to fill out the paperwork. Read the document fully to identify the purpose of the
document.
• Ask Larry each question on the document. Larry will give you a response for each questions- if he
is unsure ask the question differently or tell him why the question is being asked to help him better
understand.
• Fill in the questions as he gives you the responses. Larry has a stamp to use when he needs to sign
his name. Fill in the date for Larry on all documents (if needed)
When Larry is upset or angry he may yell, threaten or hit others.
• If you see Larry seems agitated, angry or upset, ask if he would like to practice the three C’s
(catch it- calm it, communicate it)
• If he asks you about the 3 C’s, Say “remember, when we are becoming angry we want to catch it
(catch that I am getting angry/upset, etc.), Try to calm down (take 10 minutes to cool off, away
from that person/thing) and then if you want to communicate it (talk to someone you trust about
the situation)
Safety Considerations when going places/unfamiliar places
Larry would like to learn more about Rochester and what it has to offer
Activities Coordinator
• Each week, review the scheduled activities, shopping days and transportation days with Larry. Ask
Larry what activities he would like to sign up for during the week
• Each month, share with Larry events in his area and possible places he may be interested in. Ask
Larry if he would like to attend any of the scheduled events or suggested places. Larry will decide
if he would like to go.
• Larry usually likes to go places by himself, however to new places he likes (sometimes) a
supporters to go with him
• If Larry asks you, go with him to new location (walk around with him). When Larry feels like he
knows the place/area (“I got this, I can go on my own”) he will no longer need you to attend.
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While walking around ask Larry what support he would like from you- he will tell you.

Things to figure out What are the things that I am still trying to “figure out?” What are the things about me, my condition, or the
supports that I get that I don’t understand or where I need more information? What are the things that are getting in my way?
What resources is Larry eligible for when he lived in his own place in Rochester?

New Things I Have Learned
About Myself

Is there a way Larry can have a relationships with his daughters in Florida?
Can Larry be eligible for a power wheel chair?
What other forms of low-cost transportation can Larry use when Trailblazer is not available?
(weekends)

How Do I Communicate
What is happening

What I do

What I think it means

What others should do

Anytime

I tell you, “Thank you”

I appreciate what you did for
me (even if it was small)

Say, “your welcome” or “it was no
problem”

You just told him he did
“good”
(Gave him a compliment)

Smile or says “thank you”

I am proud

Say, “You’re welcome, I really liked
that you _______”
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During conversation/meeting

I say, “Do you think we had a
good day/time”.

I enjoyed our time together
and I want to see if you did too

Say, something positive from your
time together or “Yes, I think we had
a great time together”.

Anytime

I make a joke

I like you, I’m being playful

Laugh at the joke, or say that was
funny- ask if he can tell it again if you
don’t get it

You just told me what to do
ex: “you should pick this up
while you are out”

I tell you to, “Fuck off”

I don’t like being told what to
do

Say, “Okay, is there something I said
that made you upset”. Larry will tell
you why that made him angry.
Stop telling him what to do, ask him
next time

I asked for your help with
something and you told me,
“NO, you can do that by
yourself”

I say (or yell), “No, I can’t! or call
you a name
(Ex: Bitch)

I wouldn’t have asked you if I
didn’t think I needed help
Larry feels that someone thinks
he’s a “bad guy” or has bad
intentions

Say, “Did you try to do ______Larry?
If he says yes, ask, “What aspect of
____would you like me to help you
with

You didn’t do what I asked
you to do fast enough

Raise my voice
Make derogatory comments

I’m being ignored or not
listened to

Say, “Larry, is there something I did
that made you upset?”. Larry will tell
you why that made him angry.
Ask Larry if he can be patient while
you work on the task.

While you are in conversation
with someone else

Wide eyes
Clenched fist
Stares at person
Heavy breathing

Larry feels like people are
talking about him
Larry feels that a staff is
hiding something from him or
talking about him

Anytime

Wide eyes/ Stares at person
Clenched fist
Heavy breathing

Larry is Angry

Ask Larry, “Is there something
wrong”?
Tell Larry, “we are not talking about
you Larry, we are talking about a
private matter. Would you like to talk
with me at a different time??
Ask Larry if he would like to listen to
the radio, Drink coffee
Or have a smoke
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Just got off the phone with
Tricia
(Tricia complained about
Larry’s staff)

Raise my voice
Make derogatory comments
Complain about supporters

Larry is Angry about the
environment
(“Tricia got him riled up”)

Ask Larry if he can practice the 3 C’s
(catch it, calm it and communicate it).
Say, “when you have calmed down
Larry, lets talk about what is
bothering you”.

This Plan or Description was created by: _Tony Perkins_
Contact Information of Planner:
Tony Perkins
(612) 554-1256
tperkins@mainsl.com
7000 78th Ave N Brooklyn Park, MN 55445
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